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NAT FULL 1023 CHORUS @ 1303:40-45(COVER W/EXTERIOR 0928 @ 1248:53 & OUT TO GIRLS)

(nat full)
'Now I'm a believer, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah -- yeaaaaaah. Now I'm a believer.'
SOT HENRY WAGNER 1021 @ 1151:41-47 (COVER W/XWS 1249:24 & HOLDING MUSIC)BANNER - NEW CHANCES               NEW CHOICES

(sot henry wagner)
'... we are celebrating the miracle of new chances and new choices for our students.'
SOT MUSIC FULL

(nat full)
'music full again'
TUCK MUSIC UNDER & VID KIDS LEAVING LOBBYSOT 0951 KERMIT HINES @ 1145:55-58

(sot kermit hines)
'This is an incubator of sorts for the local business community ...'
SOT MUSIC FULL 

(sot music full)
'chorus'
SOT RAY O'BRIEN 1022 @ 1301:42-46 & COVER W/KIDS SIDESHOT 90

(sot  ray o'brien)
'The baby boomers if you will are retiring, so there's opportunities out there...'
KIDS EXIT

(narrator track)
in cambridge, the first shift spills out the doors of the new dorchester county career and technology center.
PAN PARKING LOT 1249:28 @ 0928

next door to cambridge-south dorchester high -- at 34-million dollars, the county counts on its investment to connect the next generation to jobs and careers.
SOT HENRY WAGNER 1151:48-50 & 53-00CG - HENRY WAGNER         SUP'T., DORCHESTER CO. SCHOOLS

(sot henry wagner)
'We have expanded our career & tech program ... from 11 programs to 20, many of them STEM-related, high tech, highly competitive...'
PULL HALLWAY 1020 @ 1151:14

(narrator track)
new doors open as the school partners directly with local business.
SOT KERMIT HINES 0951 @ 1147:29-CG - KERMIT HINES         PRINCIPAL, DORCHESTER CO. CAREER         & TECH CENTER

(sot kermit hines)
'... we have program advisory committees for each of our individual PAC, uh, they're called PAC's for each of our individual programs...'
EXTERIOR SHOT 

(narrator track)
this clean, new building is the latest version of the tech center -- which debuted in 1973.


But now it includes:
GRAPHIC:

homeland security, emergency preparedness, criminal justice, computer drafting, media production, 'eye-tee' networking, and early childhood education.
NAT FULL - WELDING

(nat full)
'welding'
HOLDING VIDEO

(NARRATOR TRACK)
also, the more traditional:


WELDING, carpentry, electrical, masonry, heating and air, culinary arts, cosmetology,  AND automotive, -- among others.


the new school illustrates maryland's effort to graduate students ready for college and career.
SOT RAY O'BRIEN 1022 @ 1301:29-32(HOLDING WELDING COVER) 

(sot ray o'brien)
'That's the whole purpose of the program, is to get kids prepared to go to work.'
NAT FULL - SHOT LOOKING UP @ ANDREW'S FACE

(nat full)
'grinding'
SOT ANDREW ADAMS 1303 @ 1219:12-14

(SOT ANDREW ADAMS)
'I like workin' with my hands, I like bein' outside...'
SOT ANDREW ADAMS 1303 @ 1218:57-02CG - ANDREW ADAMS         WELDING APPRENTICE

( (sot andrew adams)
'I like the personal challenge of tryin' to like master all three types of welding...'
SOT RAY O'BRIEN 1022 @ 1301:46-56(COVER W/FOOTAGE CK LORD)CG - RAY O'BRIEN         WELDING INSTRUCTOR

(sot ray o'brien)
'Recently we went on a field trip to C&K Lord, a local custom fabricator, and they have promised to hire three students, seniors, that are graduating this year.'
CARPENTRY

(narrator track)
skills fuel dreams.
SOT ADRIEN FITCHETT 1248 @ 1214:32-37CG - ADRIEN FITCHETT         CARPENTER APPRENTICE

(sot adrien)
'I'm to basically learn how to, in the future, not buy a house but build a house for myself.'
NAT FULL 1318 NAT LEVEL @ MARKER!

(nat full)
'tap the level'
1317 @ 1225:42 WS TAPPING TROWEL

(narrator track)
the program taps potential  -- 
SOT TADRIAN ENNALLS @ 1227:01-05 & HOLD SOUND/POT UNDERCG - TADRIAN ENNALLS         MASONRY APPRENTICE

(sot tadrian ennalls)
'Threw up three bricks...'
HOLDING SOUND

(narrator track)
teaches --
SOT TADRIAN ENNALLS

(sot tadrian ennalls)
'... leveled it so it can be straight.'
MORE BRICKLAYING

(narrator track)
helps keep kids on the straight and narrow.
SOT CORNELL JOHNSON (END CLIP 1 - TOP CLIP 2)

(sot cornell johnson)
'You go to work, you 're too tired to hang out in the street. You're handling block and brick all day ...'
SOT CORNELL JOHNSON CLIP 2 @ 1230:55-05CG - CORNELL JOHNSON         MASONTRY INSTRUCTOR

(sot cornell johnson)
'Provide for your family. That's what it's all about, and being able to have a trade to go out -- that you got something to offer to society...'
NAT FULL CHARLENE ZINNEL 1226 @ 1207:46-51

(nat full charlene zinnel)
'Cody and Kendrey -- 
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
a deadline -- 
POT UP FULL

(sot charlene zinnel)
 you're gonna get on task and -- 
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
dinner!
POT UP FULL

(sot charlene zinnel)
'Ok? Thank you.'
HOLDING VIDEO

(NARRATOR TRACK)
confronts THE KITCHEN.
POT UP FULL

(sot charlene zinnel)
'Alright!' (smiles)
SOT JACOB COLLISON 1228 @ 1326:56-02CG - JACOB COLLISON         CULINARY  ARTS

(sot jacob collison)
'It's basically showing people that wanna become chefs or work in a restaurant, what you'll need -- what skills you'll need to learn...'
BACKTIME BELOW

(narrator track)
the real world lessons -
NAT FULL 1227 @ 1325:37-38

(nat full)
'Today Dayshuh....'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
-- aren't lost on students.
SHOT OF KITCHEN

the culinary curriculum includes a recipe for success beyond the stove.
SOT CHARLINE ZINNEL 1226 1211:13-29CG - CHARLENE ZINNEL         CHEF(COVER END WITH KITCHEN SHOTS)

(sot charline zinnel)
'In this day and age a college education is important no matter what field you go into. Yes, students gain basic skills and they do have a lot of on-the-job training, but to move on especially to management and supervisory positions, they do need that college education.'
SOT GABRIELLE TRAVERS 1144 @ 1202:53-00CG - GABRIELLE TRAVERS         COSMETOLOGY

(sot gabrielle travers)
'It's about 18-to-20-thousand dollars to go to beauty school and it's free here and it's 80 to take my test.'
GABBY WALK

(narrator track)
the' finances add up to a 'no-brainer' for gabby travers.
SOT - SAME CLIP -- GABRIELLE TRAVERS 1203:03-05

(sot gabrielle travers)
'Yeah my parents really liked it.' (smile)
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
quieter, more career-focused says more than one student.
BACKTIME FELICIA GARCIA 1204 @ 1206:31-35CG - FELICIA GARCIA        CRIMINAL JUSTICE

(sot felicia garcia)
'It's not as 'rambunctious' as the regular school. (she laughs) 
NAT FULL 1024 @ 1306:57-02(COVER TOP W/AUDIENCE SHOTS)

(nat full)
'This place, this remarkable place...'
AUDIENCE CUTS

(narrator track)
schools superintendent henry wagner thanks those who spent years of effort.
SOT HENRY WAGNER 1021 1154:38-46

(sot henry wagner)
'... it's been so successful. (nice smile)
MSDE TV

(narrator track)
in dorchester county, this is msde tv.
NAT FULL CHORUS

(nat full chorus)
'Shine on! (last clap) & echo



FADE TO BLACK

(fade audio)


